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Two weeks ago I was interviewed by the Catalan newspaper El Punt Avui. I said it would be unthinkable for the
Spanish state to stop Catalan secession by military force.

Such action would violate EU Treaties and lead to Spain’s suspension from the European Union. You do not do
such things in the early 21st Century.

"No pots ser membre de la UE si utilitzes la força" was the headline.

I may have underestimated the vigour of the Spanish officer corps.

First we have the robust comments of Colonel Francisco Alaman comparing the crisis to 1936 and vowing to
crush Catalan nationalists, described as "vultures".

"Independence for Catalonia? Over my dead body. Spain is not Yugoslavia or Belgium. Even if the lion is
sleeping, don’t provoke the lion, because he will show the ferocity proven over centuries," he said.

Actually, it is not remotely like 1936. I spent part of the weekend rereading Paul Preston’s magisterial biography
of Franco, a worthwhile refresher for all of us.

Franco’s military uprising/coup in 1936 was directed against the newly-elected Popular Front, seen by army
commanders (though not all of them) as the start of a Bolshevik take-over of Spain. The Franco revolt was a
defence of The Catholic hierarchy against Communism and French subversion (in their mind).

Spain now has a Right-wing nationalist government with Opus Dei links, the Partido Popular. The roles are
entirely reversed.

Yet Col Alaman is in a sense correct. The mood is becoming dangerous.

Is case you think he is an isolated case, former army chief Lt-Gen Pedro Pitarch said his views reflect "deeply-
rooted thinking in large parts of the armed forces".

Gen Pitarch said Catalan independence is out of the question, though he also said Madrid had bungled the crisis
of the regions disastrously. "Are we looking at a failed state?" he asked.

Now we have an explicit threat from the Asociación de Militares Españoles (AME), an organisation of retired
army officers, warning that anybody promoting the break-up of Spain ("fractura de España") will face treason
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trials in military courts.

This from El Mundo:

The attitude of the Catalan government and members of its parliament is inadmissible.

The Armed Forces are guardians of the Spanish state and its territorial integrity under Article 8 of the
Constitution.

They will carry out this role "scrupulously and strictly" to defend the sovereignty and Carta Magna of the
Spanish nation.

AME said any flicker of secession "must be suppressed". Violators must bear in mind that they "will have to
respond with all rigour to the grave accusation of high treason under the jurisdiction of military tribunals".

Do they speak for the Armed Forces? One assumes not. One awaits a categorical denial from King Juan Carlos,
from premier Mariano Rajoy, and from the cupula of the Armed Forces that such a course action is being
considered.

The use of military courts to try civilians is forbidden in democracies (pace Guantanamo). The alleged
conspirators in the assassination of Abraham Lincoln were tried and hanged by a US military court, setting off a
long legal battle. In the end, the US Supreme Court ruled that such practice was unconstitutional. Never again
must this happen, it ruled.

Be that as it may, what we have in Spain is a disturbing turn of events. It is not of course for a Pirata Ingles to
suggest how a great nation like Spain should organise its affairs.

(My own bias, by the way, is that I am a Welsh supporter of the British union, so in Spanish terms I would
perhaps be a Catalan supporter of Spanish unity… but only by democratic means. Force changes everything).

Events in Europe are now moving fast. Portugal has been in havoc for the last week. Spain is in ever greater
havoc. Much of southern Europe has become unpredictable.

Is it the fault of the monetary union and the euro? Yes, of course it is. While large parts of the world are in deep
economic crisis – including Britain – the damage is concentrated with lethal intensity in the EMU victim states.
Spain’s unemployment rates is already 25pc, and the full austerity has yet to bite.

It is made much worse by the unpleasant discovery that elected governments can do nothing to escape the trap.
They have lost control over their own destinies.

Spain and Portugal are trapped in chronic slump with over-valued currencies. While they have clawed back
some lost labour competitiveness by cutting wages, this has merely – and necessarily – compounded the
debt-deflation disaster. It has pushed them closer to bankruptcy.

The Draghi bond plan can certainly put off the day of reckoning. It can lower borrowing costs across the board
and cushion the slump. But it cannot in itself stop the slow asphyxiation of these societies.

We are moving from the financial phase of this crisis to the full-blown political phase. It really is playing out like
the 1930s.

People sometimes ask when I became a pessimist. The answer is the summer of 1991 when I accompanied Serb
troops into the Baroque city of Vukovar – shattered by howitzer shelling within a comfortable drive from Vienna,
and strewn with the bodies of dead children – and watched 300 wounded prisoners taken from hospital. I
assumed they were at last safe. We learned later that they were machine-gunned shortly afterwards at a
collective farm nearby.

The unthinkable was happening before my eyes, though it was small in scale compared to the slaughter of 8,000
Bosnian Muslim men and boys at Srebrenica, which I later covered at a trial in The Hague.

When things go wrong, they really go wrong. Cuidado, Querida España
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Spain,
If you love Catalunya, let it choose. If it yours, it will come back, otherwise it has
never belonged to you.
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Carles Arnal

10/17/2012 03:33 AM

More eyes that you think are following that... Beware, Spain.
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quatre_ulls

10/15/2012 10:00 AM

 I'm Catalan and pro-independence.

There are a number of reasons for my stance, economical, political and cultural.
Probably they could be summarized by the statement "we have always been treated
as a colony, to higher or lesser extents in different times." I won't go into further
details for the sake of brevity. Of course, people who wouldn't break the bonds with
Spain have their reasons too.

What I think is unacceptable and undemocratic is the systematic denial of the
Spanish government to hold a referendum in due time to clarify the issue. Yes, it's
against the Spanish Constitution, but a large percentage (> 70 %) of Catalan people
would like such a referendum to be held.
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Charles Ablett

10/14/2012 03:58 PM

Mr. Evans-Pritchard, you might be interested in knowing that an ETA supporting
digital newspaper has radically misquoted your article, quoting you as saying for
example that the EU will not help Spain to ANIHILATE the catalans.

When you quote the senile ramblings of Colonel Alaman it would help if you were to
inform your readers that he has been retired since ... 1988!

Please note that the EU has officially confirmed that if Catalonia secedes from Spain
it would automatically be excluded from the EU and from the Euro.

There is no way that an independent Catalonia would be viable in such
circumstances.  A leading member of the CiU party and economist, Santiago Niño
Becerra, confirmed this 10 days ago, stating that Catalonia would only be viable
economically if it expelled half a MILLION unemployed people back to Spain.
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confucius_returns

10/14/2012 12:42 AM

As long as Spain became EU member the EU accepted its constitution and legally
recognized it, including the articles saying that Spain is one single nation whose
terrirotial integrity must be preserved. In the case of Catalonia would unilaterally
declare independence, it would be Catalonia who would be breaking the rules and
Madrid's goverment would be in its right -according to EU's law- to avoid id. Still, I
don't see why the army should intervene: In such case most probably Catalan
autonomy would be temporarily suspended to restore previous situation and political
responsibles would be judged of sedition according to law. Thats all. Will there be
protests? For sure, but... will the catalans form militias or something similar to fight
the spanish state -which allows them their own parliament, laws, grants catalan
language, educational and health system..-? I don't think so, so why a military force
would intervene?

Seriously, all this is turning ridiculous. Spain does not oppress the catalans neither
repress catalan identity. Maybe someone could think this is similar to of
Israel/palestine or China/Tibet but it has nothing to do. I am sure there is not a single
catalan being desperate for the fact that Catalonia belongs to Spain. It is mainly a
matter of feelings, and the same way some catalans don't feel themselves spaniards
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-some others do-, many spaniards don't want to see their country split.

taupa

10/13/2012 03:56 PM

“Peaceful” Spaniards
are wrong. He's one of them:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
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Sabariego Mar

10/13/2012 12:47 PM

Please look this video. It shows the tolerance we spanich are enjoying in Catalonia.
A father with 3 childrem is bullied because he was going to Plaza Cataluna to the
anti-independant meeting carrying a spanich flag. Have to be proteced by the
police!!!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
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Sabariego Mar

10/13/2012 12:23 PM

Dear Mr Evans-Pritchard, I came to read your article after the one read in the El
Periodico that names yours, this one. Must say ut is nothing like, they change your
words, so much that I got angry with you and thought of the witch hunt many are
taking part.
I like to say that Iam Spanish and I live in Cataluña, felt all my life part of this lovely
part of the Spain, even felt proud for their own history, making it my own as being
part of the country. But today, dear Sir I feel sad and also angry, continously I hear
españoles "Hijos de puta", ladrones, and a long list of cualifications.
Well, what can I say, really would like to continue living here, but me and my
husband Dutch, are contemplating to go away from here to another part of Spain.
Thank you.
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Carlos Manrique Pérez

10/13/2012 06:34 AM

Uh, as a Catalan Independentist I think that has become a war between Spanish and
Catalan people as always instead of being a peaceful international discussion,
insults, swearings, hateful words, always the same.

To the one that maked joke comparing Catalan Independentism with Bavarian one,
they are not comparable, since in Bavaria a very little portion of the population
supports Independence, and my friends, all this discussions about if Catalonia can
be independent or not are sterile, just give your opinions on the article and not try to
bump each other.
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Another point of view
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http://youtu.be/5kwvubRLwLA
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joseph74

10/04/2012 03:46 AM

 I think the biggest mistake Madrid (the Central Government) and Spanish
nationalists might be doing is to think the whole thing is some kind of a smart move
by the Catalan nationalists moderate party to achieve new goals, Istanbul Market
Way. First thing of all, now the independentist movement is mainstream [The Basque
Country is a whole different story, because independentism is not that mainstream
and is divisive. In Catalonia, the idea of a free Catalonia attracts business people,
blue collar people, young people, old people, Catalans who migrated from other
parts of Spain... ]. We Catalans feel that if we want to mean something economically
wise in the world in the coming 20 years, Spain is something to get rid off. Spain is
the White Elephant country, no matter what. A White Elephant country for 5 centuries
(and maybe 5 more): when the Austrias had to decide where to set the capital of the
Castilian government 500 years ago, they decided Madrid, not Seville. WTF: no
river, no sea, no nothing. Some kind of Vegas with no air conditioning at all. The bill
over the centuries has been very expensive, and the last 3 centuries we Catalans
have been the Cash Cow. The worst thing of all is that they have wanted to create
the Economic Capital in Madrid as well, no matter if it made sense, no matter what it
would take, in terms of money and grievances. Madrid has succeeded. It is the
political and business capital. But, capital of what? Some chimera, because Spain is
about to become something different to what burócratas and empresarios linked to
political power in Madrid have in mind.

Let me remark this idea: Spain is not only a country full of White Elephants, Spain is
a White Elephant itself. Some data: Spain has the longest high speed trains network
in the World... with a third the passengers France has in the high speed railway
connecting Paris and Lion. We are just talking about Paris-Lion. French decision
makers in Brussels know what we are talking about. You British people are much
more rational, and you would behead any Goverment doing such mistakes. You
respect differences, you are civilised people. I understand Germany, the way they
distrust Mr. Rajoy. Spain behaves like 5 centuries ago.

Second of all: we Catalans are constantly insulted by the mere fact of being Catalan.
In Madrid they feel we steal from them, when it is the other way around according to
independent economists and... the own Spanish Government (2005 precise data
released by the Grace of God by the Zapatero Government). Actually, there is no
country in the world with a 10% fiscal deficit (this happens in Catalonia since
democracy came back in the 70's) between one of its regions and the Estate (in
Germany the limit is 4%, according to a judicial decision). How would Germans feel if
Spaniards and Spanish politicians said, as they say to Catalans, that Germans are
selfish, bad people and deserve to die (hundreds of social networks Spanish
accounts are of full hate and some Spanish media encourage people to say the
saddest things) when the thing is that Germany has been paying the fiesta all these
years. As Germans do, we Catalans also feel we have been paying the fiesta and
the White Elephant Spain. We also pay way more taxes than services and
infrastractures we get in return, way more than in the relation between UE-Spain.

The third thing is maybe the most important: Catalan culture is different. We have our
own language: a language which comes from the Latin language, like French,
Castilian, Italian or Romanian. We are humble enough to know that Spanish is an
important language to be good at (Catalan pupils have a knowledge of the Spanish-
Castilian language over the average level in the whole Spain, according to data from
el Ministerio de Educación of Madrid, despite the fact that Catalan is the language
used 60-70% of the time in schools), but now we feel they want to do some kind of
banning of our language. Actually, some decisions have been taken in this directions.
This is a red line. Imagine Spaniards went and said: Mrs. Merkel, you steal from us,
you deserve to die because you are different, you have to speak Spanish and forget
"your ugly language". And yes, we will keep building high speed railways to the most
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remote corner of Spain and do not dare saying anything about it, you morons.

Miguel-Angel Gonzalez

10/02/2012 11:46 AM

This comment was flagged for review.
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otomic
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"They imposed Catalan as the only language for the Balearic people in
breach of the Constitution." 

No they didn't. Don't be silly.
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Francesco Annunziata

10/02/2012 04:55 AM

Why do people think violence or force is 'unthinkable'. Our parents and grandparents
were fighting for centuries and you think we are suddenly enlightened? I guarantee
you that in 500 years, a map of Europe will look like a very different place.
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christopher mahoney

09/30/2012 05:00 PM

"Europe", a great success story. First, depression; then, bloodshed. Onward to ever
closer union!
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AffanGul

09/30/2012 12:12 PM

And you magical-thinking Neo-Soviet EU / Euro supporters, you never really can
explain can you?  What is so inherently wrong with the Peseta?  The Lire?  the
Drachma?  Why do all of you Eurocratic King Canutes continue to insist that you can
command the tides of the Bond Market?  Name me a single government in all the
world that has defied the bond markets and survived?  What?  *crickets*  My point
exactly.  MORE freedom is always more successful than LESS freedom.  Yet
Socialists can never abide more freedom, can they?  Nigel Farage is right.  The EU
is doomed.
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AffanGul

09/30/2012 12:07 PM

One of the more cogent points which is missed in nearly all of the comments here, is
that strains of the same ideologies that inflamed Spain in 1936 most certainly DO still
exist. Spain was governed by the ideologically RADICAL Socialist government of the
execrable Zapatero until very recently. The Partido Popular contains very strong
Catholic and Monarchist currents.  The Spanish Military has never truly "reformed" in
any meaningful sense and retains strains of the old Francoist Imperialism. The genie
of civil war  is still in the bottle, for now, but the ingredients of that Old Black Magic
are still swirling within it.  "When things go wrong, they really go wrong."  Indeed.
 Greece is burning.  Portugal is seething. People are desperate, hungry and rioting in
Spain.
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(Edited by author 4 weeks ago)

Josh Frappier

09/30/2012 03:01 PM

 hahahaha are you joking? Zapatero? Radical socialist? He cut corporate
taxes pretty heftily after getting elected. You're just blowing smoke of your
ass. If you're a Spaniard, you probably deserved to get Nuremberged 35
years ago.
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Raimo Kangasniemi

09/28/2012 11:30 PM

Pritchard makes a mistake by blaming euro and EU. Austerity politics are a not result
of them, but austerity - in reality, regressive radical rightwing "reforms" - supporters
are using EU and the common currency as tools to push through the policies they
themselves support.

Tools can be used many ways, in this case they are used to change Europe to the
worse by neoliberal economists who see wet dreams about Milton Friedman and are
looking for their own Pinochets.
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william mcdonald

09/27/2012 03:59 PM

"Cry 'havoc' and let slip the dogs of war."
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Luis Esteban

09/27/2012 01:44 PM

Wrong, I'm afraid. Spain is a dump. You should know, being a journalist with (one
supposes) your eyes open. 25 yrs in the N.U.J. and 35 in Spain say to me that the
Spanish in general couldn't run a corner shop (although I admit that they run the
software for German air traffic control - there are always unos que valen). Arogancia
y ignorancia. Said it all. PS generalisms, as you know as a journalist, are generally
true - p.e. the french are different to the english.
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Independence for everyone!!!
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pumpernickel

09/27/2012 04:15 AM

My Bavarian friend, Hermann, is just the same. He wants Bavaria out of the German
Federation and good riddance to the Saupreiß, who drink their old beer out of
little 0.2 glasses and ogle the bosoms of Bavarian waitresses in the most
unBavarian fashion at the Oktoberfest. Can’t hold their liquor too, just like the
Brits. 

The sooner they are out of it the better, he says. Keeping Berlin and North Rhine
Westphalia, Germany’s very own “pigs” in good fettle on the backs of the hard
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working Bavarians will never do. They would rather join France, their old ally,
if given a choice, and sock it to the Prussians if only the French would still
be the proud lot of old, invading Germany ever so often and helping themselves
to undefended slices of it. 

Hermann is a Royalist too and has a big picture of King Ludwig II hanging in his living
room and lights a candle on the day he was murdered by the Prussian agents.
Bavaria is right there with you, Catalonians. You have only to aks and they will send
you their Lederhosen Brigade with a special supply of Bretzeln.

wychinghambokyll

09/27/2012 03:52 AM

My thoughts on why the Catalan question seems to have suddenly heated up again:
http://my.telegraph.co.uk/wych...
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